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Version 1: 
Born in Paris in 1973, Judicaël Perroy began his guitar studies at the Paris Academy of 
Music at the age of seven. An acknowledged prodigy by the age of eleven, he played 
two Vivaldi concertos conducted by André Girard at Le Mans. In 1988 he was awarded 
a unanimous First Prize with a special mention at the National Academy of Aulnay-
sous-Bois. In 1992 he won a unanimous first prize and the audience prize at the René 
Bartoli International Competition at the age of fourteen. He triumphed in the Seventh 
International Competition of Bourg-Madame, a competition in which the audience 
selects the prize-winner. In 1996 he graduated from the Paris National Conservatoire of 
Music, earning the highest placement in his class, and in October 1997 won the Guitar 
Foundation of America International Solo Competition, earning him the winner's tour of 
the Americas, with over sixty concerts and master-classes. He tours extensively 
throughout the world and has made a number of recordings, while teaching at the 
National Academy of Aulnay-sous-Bois near Paris along with his appearances in duo 
(Paris Guitar Duo) with the French guitarist Jeremy Jouve since 2003. 
 
 
 
Version 2: 
Born in Paris in 1973, Judicaël Perroy began his guitar studies at the Paris Academy of 
Music at the age of seven with Raymond Gratien. An acknowledged prodigy by the age 
of eleven, he won numerous prizes culminating with his triumph in October 1997 at the 
Guitar Foundation of America International Solo Competition, earning him the winner’s 
tour of the Americas, with over sixty concerts and master classes. 
 
He is in great demand as a teacher and adjudicator at numerous international festivals. 
His students continue to win top prizes in regional, national and international 
competitions worldwide while he tours extensively throughout the world. He has made a 
number of recordings while teaching at the National Academy of Aulnay-sous-Bois and 
has been recently appointed to a teaching position at the pole Superieur of Lille starting 
in September of 2011.   


